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Change is in the Wind: The Need for Wind Power in Missouri & the
Obstacles That Stand in the Way
Ellyn Horan
I. INTRODUCTION
Renewable energy is an expanding field in the United States with the
potential to create jobs, boost our national economy, and generate significant
environmental benefits. This article will focus on Missouri’s wind power,
including, the positive impact it can have on the state economically and
environmentally, as well as the hurdles that stand in the way. The article
begins with a historical examination of the United States’ use of wind power,
the federal government’s role in this industry, and the status of wind power in
Missouri. Next, it will discuss the political and fundamental aspects of
implementing wind power in Missouri, where wind power stands today, and
where it may go in the future. Last, this article will argue for the development
and implementation of additional, new wind power sources in Missouri
through pro-renewable energy lobbying and incentive programs for
businesses and individuals alike.
II. BACKGROUND
Wind power is an affordable and efficient source of domestic
electricity, which is “pollution-free and cost-competitive with energy from
new coal- and gas-fired power plants.”1 Today, wind power throughout the
country produces enough electricity to power more than 11 million homes,
while also creating a reliable source of income for investors and landowners,
and simultaneously providing “manufacturing, construction, and operation
jobs for at least 75,000 Americans.”2 A 250-megawatt wind farm, with
approximately 100 wind turbines, has the potential to create 1,073 jobs over
1
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the project’s lifetime.3 Furthermore, wind farms also generate local and state
tax revenues from lease payments, while also having “the potential to support
other community priorities, like infrastructure, education, and economic
development.”4 Experts estimate that wind energy could potentially supply
up to 30 percent or more of America’s electricity needs.5
According to the U.S. Department of Energy, “the cost of wind
energy has come down 85 percent in the last twenty years.”6 Since 2010,
highly successful wind farms, located in areas with excellent wind resources,
have lowered energy costs to an average of seven cents per kilowatt-hour,
making wind the most cost-competitive source of non-hydroelectric
renewable electricity.7 To incentivize wind energy, the federal government
has created programs like offering tax credits for the power a wind turbine
generates during its first ten years of operation.8
In 2012, wind energy was the fastest growing energy-producing
sector in the United States for new electrical power, and comprised 43
percent of all new electrical installations.9 To continue the development of
wind energy, the industry’s top federal policy priorities are: “(1) stable and
predictable tax credits, (2) a national standard for renewable electricity, (3)
transmission policies to improve the nation’s power grid, and (4) prudent
siting policies.”10
Federal tax policy has been the predominant driving force of wind
energy development over the last decade. The two primary federal subsidies
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for renewable energy are the Production Tax Credit (“PTC”) and the
Investment Tax Credit (“ITC”).11 These tax credits have been crucial to:
“[i]nstalling enough American wind power capacity to power
the equivalent of over 15.5 million homes; [b]uilding over
550 wind energy-related manufacturing facilities across fortythree states; [g]rowing the wind energy workforce to 50,500
direct employees; and [d]riving down the cost of wind by
forty-three [percent] between 2008 and 2012.”12
The PTC, initially approved in 1992, offered a 2.3-cent tax credit to
owners of renewable energy facilities for every kilowatt-hour of electricity
produced over a ten-year period. The ITC is a corporate tax incentive
providing wind energy investors tax credits “worth up to 30 percent of the
value of their first new wind facility.”13 PTC and ITC are not permanent
laws; these credits can expire and regularly come up for renewal.14 Since
players in the wind industry are never certain if the tax credits will be
extended, investment decelerates to a halt during the year leading up to the
expiration date, causing instability in the industry. The federal government
needs to create stable, predictable, tax credits that not only facilitate wind
energy investment but also allow wind power to compete on a level playing
field with traditional electricity sources. As such, predictable and stable tax
treatment is the wind industry’s top policy priority.15 At the end of 2013,
Congress did not consider legislation that would have extended federal tax
credits, and thus, the PTC and ITC were allowed to expire.16 Congress again
failed to reinstate the PTC in January 2015.17
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Wind power has a significant impact both in Missouri and throughout
the country. Renewable energy developers provide tax revenues to states and
secondary revenue to private landowners, usually farmers.18 Landowners in
Missouri receive over $1.2 million annually as payment for leasing land to
renewable energy developers, and the state has gained over $950 million in
capital investments from the wind industry.19 Wind power projects also
introduce new jobs in manufacturing, construction, distribution, and wind
operations.20
Missouri has the potential to become a national leader in wind energy.
Missouri is home to twelve manufacturing facilities linked to the wind
industry, and there are more than 500 facilities nationwide.21 The state
currently generates enough wind energy to power 110,000 homes, lessening
its dependence on dirty energy and avoiding nearly 800,000 metric tons of
carbon emissions each year.22 While Missouri imports 80 percent of its coal
from Wyoming, the state could produce nine times its current energy needs
from wind power alone.23
A 2008 ballot initiative replaced the existing Missouri targets with a
mandatory Renewable Energy Standard (“RES”), requiring 15 percent of the
power generated by state’s investor-owned utilities to come from renewable
resources by 2021.24 Historically, wind energy has been the means chosen to
meet renewable standards requirements, fulfilling 86 percent of Renewable
Performance Standards (“RPS”) requirements through 2011, and driving
economic development in the state as a result.25 However, in order to achieve
these goals there must be substantial political backing and economic
incentives in place throughout the country, particularly in Missouri.
18
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III. POLITICS & WIND POWER
Across the country, industry and advocacy groups are persuading
legislators to limit regulations aimed at reducing greenhouse gases in order to
roll back environmental regulations.26 These potential new rules would
“abolish climate mandates—including those that require utilities to use solar
and wind energy, as well as proposed Environmental Protection Agency rules
that would reduce carbon emissions from power plants.”27 These measures,
which have been introduced in 18 states, are at the heart of an effort to
expand the battle between fossil fuels and renewable energy at the state
level.28
Despite the fossil fuel industry and advocacy groups’ efforts, these
campaigns have encountered pushback from “the growing political clout of
renewable-energy interests, even in rock-ribbed Republican states like
Kansas.”29 Approximately one year ago, these groups began a multifaceted
conservative effort to limit regulations, which has been supported by a
“loose, well-funded confederation” that includes the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce, the National Association of Manufacturers, and Americans for
Prosperity.30 These organizations argue that “existing government rules
violate free-market principles and will ultimately drive up costs for
consumers.”31 These campaigns have achieved concrete victories in the
majority of states, and they have proven successful in Missouri.32 As Gabe
Elsner, executive director of the Energy and Policy Institute, a clean-energy
think-tank in Washington, explained, “[c]lean energy is beginning to become
mainstream . . . [r]enewable energy is popular and has increased political
26
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power now, [but] that power is still eclipsed by the resources of the fossil fuel
industry.”33
On June 9, 2014, Americans for Prosperity, “a politically active
nonprofit organization founded in part by the Koch Brothers and funded by
fossil fuel organizations,” organized a letter that was published in Politico.34
The letter attacked the wind industry by calling on lawmakers to not revive
renewable energy tax breaks, like ITC and PTC, which expired at the end of
2013.35 One hundred seventeen organizations signed the Americans for
Prosperity letter.36 Soon after, the Energy and Policy Institute studied the list
of signatories and found that “a majority of the groups have ties to the Koch
Brothers or other fossil-fuel interests.”37 Sixty of these organizations were
“either funded by fossil fuel interests such as the Koch Brothers,
ExxonMobil, and the American Petroleum Institute, or have known ties to the
Koch Brothers’ political network.”38 Forty-two of the organizations are “local
anti-wind groups, many of which have minimal public presence or are small
collections of local anti-wind activists.”39 United for Missouri, which is
funded by Americans for Prosperity and other fossil fuel organizations, and is
part of the Koch Brothers network, was among the organizations to sign the
letter.40
The fossil fuel industry reaps the benefits from taxpayer handouts
written into the tax code, and funds “free-market” front groups mobilizing
clean-energy tax breaks.41 Fossil fuel-funded groups are taking action across
the country to injure the clean energy industry, because it has become such a
major threat to the fossil fuel industry’ power.42 This letter is just one of a
33
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multitude of examples of these “fossil-fuel front groups attacking clean
energy on the federal level.”43 Fossil fuel groups are attempting to weaken
the clean energy industry through increased lobbying efforts, especially now
that wind power electricity is cheaper than both coal and natural gas.44
Even though wind power is making positive strides, it is not yet
completely sustainable on its own, as the industry heavily relies on tax
credits.45 According to the American Wind Energy Association (“AWEA”),
“capacity and construction drop a full 84 percent when the PTC isn’t
available.”46 The troubling thing about this is the way the fossil fuel
advocacy groups manipulate the perception of wind energy into a climate
change issue, when, in actuality, it is a relatively simple issue with
widespread support from both sides of the political spectrum.47 In March
2013, 144 Congressmen called for the PTC’s renewal.48 Even members of the
“conservative” Republican Party support the tax credit renewal. For example,
Iowa Governor Terry Branstad wrote a letter to the Wall Street Journal
calling out the publication for trying to politicize the PTC, arguing that the
wind industry is “an American success story that is helping us build our
manufacturing base, create jobs, lower energy costs and strengthen our
energy security.”49 The letter, spearheaded by Americans for Prosperity, is
evidence of the fossil fuel industry’s fear that its allies in the federal
government are no longer on its side; a point illustrated through examples
like the one above.50
There is no better proof of the “eclipse” of the fossil fuel industry’s
influence over politics than the January 2015 decision by the Senate to vote
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against reinstatement of the PTC.51 Senator Heidi Heitkamp offered the PTC
amendment to the Senate’s spending bill to approve the TransCanada’s
Keystone XL pipeline.52 Jim Reilly, AWEA’s senior vice president for
federal affairs, wrote, “Senator Heitkamp’s amendment to extend the PTC
could have encouraged a constructive, bipartisan conversation…. Instead the
amendment, like many offered today to the Keystone XL bill, was viewed as
a political issue rather than an opportunity to advance important policy and
America’s energy security.”53
In 2008, Missouri residents approved Proposition C, which requires
the state’s three largest investor-owned utilities to gradually phase in
renewable power, starting with two percent of the electricity sold in 2011 to
2013, and gradually increasing that proportion to 15 percent by 2021.54
Unfortunately, more than five years after this law was enacted, very little has
changed about Missouri’s power supply.55 Soon after voters approved this
law, state officials removed language requiring the energy to be generated in
Missouri.56 As a result, P.J. Wilson, Director of Renew Missouri, a nonprofit
that advocates for Proposition C, explained, “the utilities are not building
renewables . . . [t]hey have found ways around it.”57
In December 2013, a bill was introduced into the Missouri Senate, SB
598, that “…would make the RES work” and clear up uncertainties.58 This
bill would only allow credit for renewable energy sold directly to Missouri
customers to count towards the standard, but progress continues to be
extremely slow.59 So far, two of the state’s utilities have managed to meet the
standard, primarily by continuing to generate power at hydropower plants
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that they have owned and operated for about a century.60 Meeting RES with
credits from out of state “…promotes renewable growth in a state that might
have cheaper renewables,” but it does not fuel the renewable energy industry
in Missouri.61
Like most renewable energy initiatives, after the Missouri Public
Service Commission (“PSC”) released its formal “rules” for the Secretary of
State to “publish” for Proposition C in 2010, four industrial power producers
filed a lawsuit claiming the PSC’s rules were “unlawful” and
“unreasonable.”62 In 2011, the Cole Country Court ruled in favor of the
industrial energy users, but the Court of Appeals for the Western District of
Missouri reversed the order, stating that the PSC’s rules were acceptable as
written.63 Industrial power users continue to fight against anything that could
possibly raise their electric rates, yet they fail to realize that constructing new
solar and wind facilities is actually cheaper than constructing new fossil-fuel
plants.64 In 2011, none of the investor-owned utilities in Missouri complied
with the new law.65 Instead, they wasted Missouri’s money by subsidizing
already-built renewable energy in faraway places like California and
Canada.66 It will likely take a court order to force the utilities to comply with
the RES.67
IV. THE FUTURE OF WIND POWER IN MISSOURI
Nationwide, there are changes occurring to help implement wind
power on a larger scale in the future. For example, there has been growth in
the development of new technologies for use in low-wind areas and
offshore.68 Engineers are participating by “…creating new blade designs,
more efficient turbines, and ocean mooring systems to produce economical
60
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wind energy” around the country.69 Furthermore, there is the strong
possibility that costs will decline, even in low-wind areas, in order to stay
competitive with the cheapest traditional energy sources like natural gas.70
The goal of the U.S. Department of Energy is to lower the cost of land-based
wind energy by 18 percent and decrease the cost of offshore wind energy by
63 percent by 2020.71 Also, wind power will continue to expand to meet
larger portions of the nation’s energy demand through the promotion of
clean, renewable energy standards nationwide that will enable “the
development of affordable wind capacity by requiring utilities to include a
certain percentage of clean energy resources in their electricity mix.”72 This
would provide a stable policy framework that is essential to sustainably
growing wind power in the United States.73
However, there are obvious challenges facing the future development
of wind power, including inconsistencies with renewing the federal wind tax
credits, which have caused uncertainty in the wind industry.74 The AWEA
blames the delays in renewal for the significant drops in investment.75 Since
the PTC was originally enacted as part of the Energy Policy Act of 1992,
“Congress has extended the provision six times and has allowed it to expire
on six occasions.”76 This inconsistency has resulted in a “boom-bust cycle”
of wind energy development.77 In order to sustain the long-term growth of
wind energy, it is not enough to temporarily extend the PTC.78 It can take up
to two years, or potentially longer to complete the designing and permitting
process of a new wind facility. Therefore, due to the uncertainty of this
timeline, many wind energy developers that count on the PTC credits hesitate
to begin a new project in fear that the credit will be unavailable when the
project is completed.79 As such, to endure the continued development of the
69
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renewable energy industry in the U.S., there must be strong, long-term policy
support throughout the country.80 Extending the PTC would increase the
stability of the renewable energy industry, while also helping create a fair
fight against the fossil fuel industries who receive greater tax payer support.81
Despite these reasons, the most important motive to renew the PTC is that it
works. With the PTC in place, wind energy production dramatically
increased, “…reducing the reliance on fossil fuels, driving innovation and
economic development, lowering costs, and providing important
environmental benefits.”82
Creating change in the energy industry begins with understanding
policy. To truly compete in the energy field, the wind industry has to keep
up with state legislative and regulatory activities. For instance, setting firm
state-wide RES targets for renewable energy in the near- and long-term
diversifies the electricity supply, spurs local economic development, reduces
pollution, cuts water consumption, and saves consumption money.83 Today,
“…twenty-nine states have [RES], and seven states have renewable energy
goals.”84 As stated above, Missouri’s RES is 15 percent by 2021.85 Also, the
federal PTC has created greater opportunity for wind energy production to
compete with the federally supported incentives of conventional energy
sources.86
Additionally, in order to continue the growth of wind energy, there
must be continued expansion of the transmission grid.87 To promote future
development of renewable energy “…the transmission grid should be built to
link areas with vast wind resources to the areas that have significant demand
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for electric power.”88 As with most aspects of wind energy development,
state regulators play an important role in preparing, authorizing, and paying
for the expansion of these transmission grids.89 Furthermore, in order to
successfully continue the development of wind energy, it is imperative to
resolve wind power siting issues early in the process.90 The ultimate goal in
resolving wind energy siting issues should aim to promote “efficient, fair,
and open permitting processes at the federal, state, and local levels.”91 Given
the vast possibilities and benefits Missouri stands to gain from future wind
energy development, the wind industry should be considered alongside other
forms of energy production and treated with the same significance and
respect during the policy-making process.92 Without the implementation of
such policies, it is unlikely wind energy will proceed to successfully develop
and progress in the United States.
In 2009, Missouri’s wind power capacity increased by 90 percent.93
One reason for this growth is that Missouri does not have as much wind
power overall as other states like Iowa, and therefore the growth that has
occurred there has been more significant, making it among the ten states with
the most wind power overall.94 Historically, Missouri has been viewed as
having low wind speeds and has therefore been overlooked regarding longterm potential.95 However, this has led to developers ignoring areas, such as
northwest Missouri, where there are wind speeds similar to those in the Great
Plains, and where 90 percent of the nation’s wind energy resources exist.96
Developers simply need to invest the necessary time and resources into
locating and capitalizing on these potential sources of wind energy.
Currently, 80 percent of Missouri’s energy comes from coal imported from
other states. However, Missouri could develop wind power locally that would
allow the state to retain a portion of the capital spent in other states on coal.97
88
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The heavy reliance on coal and high population has led to Missouri
producing twice as much carbon dioxide as most of its neighboring states.98
However, AWEA estimates that if only 10 percent of the potential wind
energy available in the U.S. is utlized, then carbon dioxide emissions could
be reduced by 30 percent.99
Texas is the nation’s leader in installed wind capacity and is a great
model for state policy.100 In 1999, wind development began in Texas when
the state legislature passed its first RES, requiring “…utilities to begin to
diversify their electricity sources.”101 In 2005, the Texas legislature
“strengthened the RES and added the landmark transmission policy calling
for the creation of Competitive Renewable Energy Zones, which allowed for
movement of electricity from wind-rich west Texas to the heavy load centers
in the east and south.”102 As a result, Texas exceeded its renewable energy
targets in 2009.103 In 2010, the Electric Reliability Council of Texas
generated about eight percent of its electricity from wind, and on some days,
it now secures as much as 25 percent of their electricity from wind.104 The
Texas Public Utilities Commission (“PUC”) has determined that electricity
from wind production saves Texas residents money.105 The PUC Scope of
Competition 2009 Report to the Texas Legislature said, “[f]or each additional
1,000 MW of wind that was produced, the analysis showed that the clearing
price in the balancing energy market fell by $2.38.”106 Therefore, if Missouri
could learn from Texas’s example and implement good market policies, high
electricity demand, and a great wind resource, then Missouri could also
accomplish extraordinary results.107 However, it is up to the residents of
Missouri to push for these goals, and to the elected officials to create and
execute policies that will take this possibility to fruition.
http://dnr.mo.gov/education/energy/windpower.pdf.
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V. THE PUSHBACK
As it can be seen, there has been an enormous push from fossil fuel
and utility interests concerned with the rise of inexpensive clean energy -- the
price of wind power is down more than 50 percent in the past four years.
Also, there have been attacks on the financial aspects of the pro-clean energy
policies in an effort to delay their success in the marketplace.108 In an effort
to continue to sell as much fossil fuel energy as possible, including coal and
oil, the Koch Brothers and their allies are spreading falsehoods about the
energy market.109 These “attacks on pro-clean energy policies are not about
creating free markets” as opponents of clean energy policies, like American
Legislative Council (“ALEC”), claim.110 They are about manipulating
markets to create beneficial outcomes for themselves, their allies, and backers
who deal in the fossil fuel business.111 In the majority of the country,
individuals do not have the ability to choose from which company to buy
their electricity.112 In many places, public utilities commissions (“PUC”)
regulate through a monopoly and a closed marketplace.113 In Missouri,
Republican state Representative Bart Korman filed House Bill 44 in late
2012, which would have effectively eliminated incentives to increase
renewable energy use in Missouri and watered down the state’s Renewable
Energy Standards (“RES”) by allowing existing hydroelectric power to be
included in the standard.114 However, the bill was not passed before the
legislative session adjourned.115 Notably, Representative Korman is a duespaying member of ALEC.116
Although RES and net metering policies are igniting substantial
investment, the deployment of clean energy technologies are under attack by
108
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fossil fuel interests at the state level.117 Renewable Performance Standard
(“RPS”) laws have generated interest and billions of dollars of investment
into clean technology projects, simultaneously creating thousands of jobs.118
Net metering policies “ensure that utilities pay consumers the full retail price
for electricity generated by customers when they invest in distributed energy
systems, like rooftop solar systems.”119 Ultimately, the trend of downward
costs in clean energy poses a serious threat to the fossil fuel and utility
industries’ business models.120 Due to the state of the electricity market
today, fossil fuel and utility interests feel the need to attack RES and net
metering programs in order to protect their own financial interests.121 ALEC
is an example of a group the utility industry is utilizing “to weaken or
eliminate pro-clean energy policies, and is a valuable tool for utilities to
lobby state legislators across the country.”122 However, there are also threats
by special interest groups who use widespread “front groups to lobby, spread
disinformation, and pressure decision makers to eliminate clean energy
policies.”123
Fossil fuel front groups use aggressive “lobbying and propaganda to
achieve their goals.”124 Within this aggressive lobbying, “free market think
tanks” are some of the most efficient advocates for the fossil fuel industry in
terms of policy change.125 Many of these self-proclaimed “free market
organizations” work to at the state level to influence energy policies and hurt
the clean energy industry.126 In an effort to appear neutral, these
organizations typically describe themselves in nondescript terms, like “think
tank” or “policy group,” but publicized internal documents suggest a number
of these organizations embrace relationships with corporate lobbying
interests, like the Koch Brothers, that fund their organizations.127
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CHANGE IS IN THE WIND
Over the years, fossil fuels have derived their government support
from a diverse group of sources: “tax deductions, tax credits, direct subsidies,
cheap access to public property, pollution remediation, research and
development, and entire government agencies devoted to helping promote
and assist fossil fuel industry growth.”128 Fossil fuel-funded front groups
operate in multiple areas to influence the policy-making process in attempts
to eliminate, or gravely impact, clean energy policies.129 First, these groups
provide biased “reports or analysis claiming clean energy policies have
negative impacts.”130 Second, “think tanks” use this defective data in
“testimony, opinion columns, and in the media.”131 Next, front groups, like
Americans for Prosperity, spread misleading information through grassroots
networks, “in postcards mailed to the public, and in television ads attacking
clean energy policy.”132 Finally, fossil fuels lobbyists use their influential
power, from campaign donations and meetings with decision makers, to push
for anti-clean energy policies.133
Missouri needs to respond to the fossil fuel and utility interests that
lobby and control state legislators, to prove the truth about clean energy and
urge the legislature to create policies and incentive programs that will
encourage the people of Missouri to do the same. Although Missouri seems
to be heading in the right direction, there is still much more to do. Following
the Texas model, there needs to be a clear and aggressive stance by the
legislature about where it wants Missourians to get their energy. Strong
policies that require “utilities to begin to diversify their electricity sources”
and conform to a high RES are a great place to start.134
However, because of the assertive efforts by the fossil fuel and utility
interest front groups that push to destroy renewable energy projects, prorenewable energy lobbyists are forced to push back just as hard, if not harder.
Unfortunately, one major hurdle renewable energy source supporters face is
the lack of funding and support they possess as compared to their opponents.
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Nevertheless, as the truth about renewable energy sources continues to grow
and large corporations begin to understand that by using wind power they
will actually be saving themselves money in the long run, the monetary, and
thus the political, support will grow along with it. Ultimately, it is up to the
pro-renewable energy companies, groups, and individuals of Missouri to
stand strong and pushback at an industry that has dominated the energy
production for centuries by calling for stable and predictable tax credits and
more aggressive policies.135
VI. CONCLUSION
This article explored some of the issues surrounding wind power
throughout the United States, Missouri in particular. It began by providing
background information on the wind power industry, its goals for the future,
and the role the federal government has played in the wind industry’s growth.
The wind power industry’s top federal policy priorities include stable and
predictable tax credits, a proposition that has been curtailed by antirenewable energy lobbyist groups for years, most recently through the
expiration of the PTC in January 2015, a credit that was vital for the future
success of the wind power industry. Without these incentives, the potential of
growth is extremely slim and industry stability may be next to impossible.
Therefore, without appropriate tax credits and incentive programs in place, it
is unlikely the wind power industry will ever succeed to its full potential.
Another policy priority is the creation of a national standard for
renewable electricity. This has been proven extremely effective in Texas. If
Missouri can implement and execute a strong RES that requires utilities to
get their renewable energy from sources within the state, the likelihood of
success is much greater. Ultimately, Missouri has the potential to become a
leader in the wind power industry; it is just a matter of introducing the correct
policies and programs to attain that goal.
Finally, this article discussed the political issues surrounding the wind
power debate, divulging fossil fuel-funded groups, mobilizing across the
country, to weaken the clean energy industry. The letter organized by
Americans for Prosperity was a perfect example of the attack that is
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